Unified Video Conferencing
Solutions for Every Room
No other video conferencing system offers the
ease, versatility and complete connected
experience of Lifesize Cloud together with the
Lifesize Icon series of meeting room endpoints.
From mobile-to-mobile exchanges to large
auditorium gatherings, only Lifesize delivers one
solution for businesses to simply connect the
people who need to be in the meeting—from
anywhere, any room and any device.

We know it’s often the small teams that get the
work done. The Lifesize® Icon 400™ is designed
to bring the power of video collaboration to small
meetings. Sized perfectly for huddle rooms and
wherever small teams congregate, the Lifesize
Icon 400 delivers an unparalleled experience to
the small meeting room where teams meet to
share knowledge and power through projects.

System

Target Room Size

Target Group Size

Lifesize Icon 400

10’x10’

3–5

The Lifesize® Icon Flex™ system delivers flexibility for teams that use multiple collaboration
applications and are looking for a way to bring Microsoft® Lync®, Google Hangouts™, Cisco
Jabber®, Skype™ , or our favorite, Lifesize Cloud, into the meeting room.

Conference rooms and boardrooms are the
classic settings for video. These rooms,
equipped with video, let large teams connect and
build relationships through regular, face-to-face
business conversations. A Lifesize® Icon 600™
video conferencing system, with support for
multiple displays and multiple microphone inputs,
pairs nicely with the larger room size of the
conference room.

System

Target Room Size

Target Group Size

Lifesize Icon 600

15’x30’

6-12

The Lifesize® Icon 800™ delivers the ultimate
communication experience to auditoriums and
other large meeting spaces. Additional audio and
video inputs let you connect multiple devices—
from cameras and laptops to DVRs and
microphones—to drive an immersive large-room
meeting experience. The rack-mountable design
enables system integrators to install the Lifesize
Icon 800 into any industry-standard server,
podium or other rack-mount space.

System

Target Room Size

Target Group Size

Lifesize Icon 800

50’x50’

Large meeting rooms
Classrooms
Lecture halls
Auditoriums

Equipping your team with Lifesize Cloud lets you
collaborate over video anytime with or without a
meeting room. And when you are joining others
in a meeting room, Lifesize Cloud becomes the
framework for one-click connections to any of our
award-winning room-based video conferencing
systems. With Lifesize Cloud, if you’ve got a
phone, tablet or a laptop, you’ve got a seat at the
meeting—wherever you are.

System

Target Room Size

Target Group Size

Lifesize Cloud app

Any

Individual

Your video needs are unique. From the number
of people in your team to the layouts and sizes of
your meeting spaces, we know that a one-sizefits-all solution could never be the right fit for all
of the different places you need video. When
planning your video conferencing solution for
your business, think about the spaces you’re
working with and remember that only Lifesize
delivers one solution for simply connecting the
people who need to be in the meeting—from
anywhere, any room and any device.

Contact us to talk through your requirements. Our team is happy to look
at your unique needs and put together a custom video collaboration
solution for your company.
In the meantime, get started with a free trial of Lifesize Cloud and see
how easy it is to always have a seat at the meeting.
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